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Description
Komodore64 is a Dutch video game company creating the next level entertainment experience for
everyone. We created a blockchain-powered Virtual Console to bridge the gap between game
developers and gamers. K64 Virtual Console is an all-in-one gaming solution.
Game studios can utilize our software development kits to create robust entertainment products,
and gamers can benefit from a trusted publishing platform and participate in multiplayer gaming on
the blockchain.
K64 leads the mass adoption of blockchain games. Every user can now play free of cheating, gain full
ownership of their in-game assets, and join a broader gaming ecosystem than ever before.
For more information, please visit komodore64.com

K64 Virtual Console
All-in-one Gaming Solution
The Virtual Console acts as an all-in-one gaming store where users can
download and run blockchain-powered games.
With an embedded marketplace to buy and sell items, a digital wallet
to secure assets, streaming gameplay and content sharing, K64 Virtual
Console will bring gaming experience to the next level. And the true
philosophy is everyone will use blockchain without understanding it.
Plug and Play.

Products

Software
Development Kits

Marketplace

Digital Wallet

eSports &
Streaming

Game developers can
create blockchain-powered
games without diving into
technical details.

Ecosystem-based
marketplace for gamers to
create, trade and earn nonfungible tokens (NFTs).

Integrated multi-coin wallet
to store and exchange NFTs
and cryptocurrency safely.

A new way for competitive
gameplay. Earn while
playing and streaming your
favorite games.

Features

Proof of Gameplay

Proof of Effort

Non-Fungible Tokens

Fraud-free leaderboards

Fair monetization for in-game crafting

Full ownership of in-game items

Ensure trustful gameplay where any
scores, or character details come with
a proof based on the immutable
feature of blockchain technology.

Reward game designers according to
their in-game crafting and creative
activities, protecting their IPs and
offering them an easier access to
monetization.

NFTs grant the in-game items with
irreplaceable identity. By leveraging
the power of NFTs, K64 creates a
marketplace and ecosystem for
gamers to have full control of their
items and assets.

Social Media

Community

Twitter.com/komodoregames

Komodore64.com/discord

Instagram.com/komodoregames

t.me/komodore64

Medium.com/@komodore64

Reddit.com/r/k64
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